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Medicinals in China are on the one hand just crude substances that may be turned into scientific
pharmaceuticals, into traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), or into “minority” medicines. The latter
tend to be classified according to the “minority nationalities” (shaoshu minzu) of 1950s Maoist
China. Labels of products, however, increasingly contradict those ethnic classifications. Lena
Springer’s ethnographic fieldwork shows that refined formulae and delicate techniques of
processing constitute material cultural domains where various artisans, scholars and scientists
negotiate: Where do these medicinal substances belong and whom do they identify? As a
methodology, the case of one family provides unofficial histories of such Chinese materia medica.
The various family members deal with their own and with broader Asian regional historiographies,
they have found ways to engage with translocal disciplinary and scientific realms, and Springer
investigates how occupational encounters play out in their relations and envisioned developments.
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